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Abstract—Dexterous upper-limb myoelectric prostheses can, to 
some extent, restore the motor functions lost after an amputation. 
However, ensuring the reliability of myoelectric control is still an 
open challenge. In this study, we propose a classification method 
that exploits the regularity in muscle activation patterns (uniform 
scaling) across different force levels within a given movement 
class. This assumption leads to a simple training procedure, using 
training data collected at single contraction intensity for each 
movement class. The proposed method was compared to the 
widely accepted benchmark (LDA classifier) using offline and 
online evaluation. The offline classification errors obtained with 
the new method were either lower or higher than LDA depending 
upon the chosen feature set. In the online evaluation, the new 
classification method was operated using amplitude-EMG 
features and compared to the state-of-the-art LDA classifier 
combined with the time domain feature set. The online evaluation 
was performed in 11 able-bodied and an amputee subject using a 
set of four functional tasks mimicking daily-life activities. The 
tasks assessed the dexterity (e.g. switching between functions) 
and robustness of control (e.g. handling heavy objects). With the 
new classification scheme, the amputee performed better in all 
functional tasks whereas the able-bodied subjects performed 
significantly better in three out of four functional tasks. Overall, 
the novel method outperformed the state-of-the-art approach 
(LDA) while utilizing less training data and a smaller feature set. 
The proposed method is, therefore, a simple but effective and 
robust classification scheme, convenient for online 
implementation and clinical use. 
 
Index Terms—Myoelectric control, cosine similarity, fast 
training, functional tasks, muscle coordination, hand prosthesis. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
ur arms are required to accomplish most daily living 
activities and therefore, the loss of upper limbs, total or 
partial, leads to severe impairments. Today, it is possible to 
replace a missing limb with a dexterous prosthesis, but the 
available human-machine-interfaces (HMIs) connecting the 
user and the device lack reliability and intuitive control. While 
the mechanical design of available dexterous prosthetic 
hands/arms is sufficiently advanced, the HMI connecting the 
patient and the prosthesis is a critical bottleneck. 
Consequently, the rejection rates for myoelectric prostheses 
are still high, about one third for pediatric and one fourth for 
adult patients [1]. 
Most active prostheses are controlled by surface 
electromyography (sEMG) signals, capturing the user’s 
muscle activity. The classic two-channel sequential and 
proportional control utilizes EMG signals from two 
antagonistic muscles to control a single degree-of-freedom 
(DoF) at a time and muscle co-activation for switching 
between DoFs [2]. This scheme is slow and non-intuitive. To 
overcome these limitations, several EMG classification 
methods have been proposed with promising results [3]–[7]. 
With classification-based control, the user can activate the 
desired prosthesis function directly by producing a muscle 
pattern that was associated with that function during 
supervised training.  
 The classification schemes used for myoelectric control 
follow the conventional pattern-recognition paradigm. The 
training data is collected using a supervised procedure, and a 
classification function is fitted over the collected data. During 
online control, the trained classifier is used to map the user-
generated EMG activations to control commands for the 
prosthesis. This approach has produced encouraging results in 
laboratory conditions, but so far its translation into clinical 
systems is rather limited [8], [9]. Nevertheless, there are some 
commercially available systems (such as the Complete Control 
system by COAPT [10]) implementing a control based on 
pattern recognition, but they are yet to prevail in clinical 
practices. In essence, a truly multifunctional prosthetic limb 
with natural control over all degrees of freedom is yet to be 
realized [11]. 
An important shortcoming of the conventional approach is 
that it does not exploit the knowledge of physiological 
phenomenon responsible for the observable muscle activation. 
Rather, a set of numerical features are computed from the 
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collected signals and used to train the classifier, which is then 
expected to implicitly capture the regularity and patterns in the 
underlying data. However, this generalization may often fail. 
For example, the information on how some forearm muscles 
may act consistently in a coordinated manner cannot be 
explicitly modelled by commonly applied classification 
algorithms, such as the Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) 
[12]. In this paper, we propose a novel classification method 
that utilizes the knowledge of muscle coordination to classify 
hand movements. We then demonstrate that the presented 
method leads to a more robust and reliable performance during 
functional tasks.  
In literature, the phenomenon of muscle coordination has 
been previously observed for both intrinsic and extrinsic 
finger movements [13], [14]. These studies have demonstrated 
that force production for a given movement relies on the 
coordination of different muscles and the EMG amplitude of 
active muscles scales uniformly as a function of applied force 
during muscle contraction. In [13], the subjects modulated 
fingertip forces while the EMG was recorded from all muscles 
of the forefinger. The study has shown that muscle activation 
patterns (MAPs), represented by a vector of EMG amplitudes 
recorded from different muscles, were highly correlated across 
different force levels of a given movement. Therefore, the 
same set of muscles produced the movement with the same 
relative amplitude between the muscles. It was later 
demonstrated in [14] that a similar result holds for a multi-
digit grasp. In this case, the MAP included 12 intrinsic and 
extrinsic finger muscles and the vectors scaled uniformly 
across the force levels, as assessed by the cosine of the angle 
between the respective MAPs. From a neuroscientific 
perspective, muscle coordination is considered habitual [15], 
i.e. the brain associates each movement to a particular muscle 
activation pattern which is (habitually) reproduced each time 
the movement is performed. Furthermore, new activation 
patterns can be elicited and exercised, for instance by asking 
users to perform abstract movements (or task) using arbitrary 
muscles [16]; however, the rate of learning might vary 
depending on the selected muscles [17]. Such physiological 
properties associated with muscle coordination could be 
exploited to improve myoelectric control for the upper-limb 
prosthesis. In the present study, we focus on one specific 
property, i.e. the consistent recruitment and activation scaling 
of the same muscles for a given natural movement, and we 
show how this can be exploited to establish natural class 
boundaries in the feature space for myoelectric classification. 
The aforementioned motor control studies have already 
been used as an inspiration for improving pattern-recognition 
control [18], [19]. However, [18] and [19] did not exploit the 
intrinsic regularity present directly in the amplitude-related 
EMG features; instead, they proposed new methods for feature 
extraction. For example, [18] proposed a novel feature 
extraction scheme based on the discrete Fourier transform to 
produce EMG features invariant against muscle contraction 
levels. Recently, [19] presented a scheme to minimize the 
effect of force variation on the performance of pattern 
classification, wherein the feature-set used for classification 
was derived by estimating the orientation between the power 
spectrum of the original EMG signal and its non-linear 
transformation [19]. In both [18] and [19], the computed 
force-invariant feature set was presented as input to traditional 
classifiers (e.g. LDA). It was shown that, when the contraction 
intensity levels of the training and test data were different (i.e., 
training on one force level and testing on the other), the 
classification error for the proposed invariant features was 
lower than the error observed with classic EMG features (e.g. 
time-domain features). However, these studies were not 
evaluated using clinically relevant function tasks, and the 
analysis was performed using offline data [18], [19].  
In the present study, instead of defining new features, we 
adapt the classification metric to capture the regularities in the 
feature distribution imposed by muscle coordination. 
Specifically, we propose to use the standard amplitude-related 
EMG features in combination with a classification metric that 
captures the property of muscle coordination. The presented 
classification method utilizes the well-known cosine similarity 
metric, which was also applied previously to analyze muscle 
coordination [13], [14], [18], but has not been used explicitly 
for classification. The result is a simple and compact method 
that requires minimal training data and processing. The 
proposed method is extensively compared with the commonly 
accepted benchmark (LDA) using both offline and online 
evaluation. It was hypothesized that using the cosine metric to 
implement myoelectric classification will establish natural 
class boundaries in the feature space, and therefore lead to a 
more reliable control during functional tasks. And indeed, the 
results demonstrated that despite using fewer features and 
training data, the proposed method outperforms the 
benchmark under dynamic conditions of prosthesis use.  
 The new classification method is explained in Section II, 
which also discusses data collection for offline analysis and 
online functional tasks used to evaluate the method. The 
results for the offline and online evaluation are reported in 
Section III, and Section IV concludes the work with a 
summary and general discussion. 
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
A. Classification Based on Cosine Similarity 
The amplitude of the surface EMG recorded from 𝑑𝑑 sensors 
placed around the forearm can be represented using a 
𝑑𝑑-dimensional MAP vector ?⃗?𝑋 = (𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀1,𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀2, … ,𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑑𝑑), 
where 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖 is the mean absolute value of the 𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡ℎ EMG 
channel computed over a time window.  
The assumption here is that the EMG signals acquired from 
forearm muscles scale uniformly in amplitude with contraction 
intensity [13], [14]. Therefore, the MAP vectors for a given 
movement point in the same direction, irrespective of the 
contraction intensity. In practice, the MAP vectors 
representing different force levels for the same movement will 
exhibit a distribution that can be modeled as a (hyper-) cone 
radiating from the origin of the coordinate system. Thus, each 
movement can be represented using a single prototype MAP 
vector and the classification can be achieved by measuring the 
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orientation with respect to the registered prototype.  
As only the orientation of the prototype vector is required 
for classification, it becomes possible to evaluate these 
prototype vectors using training data collected at single 
contraction intensity. During online control in the present 
study, the prototype vector for a given movement class was 
determined by averaging the MAP vectors recorded while 
performing the movement-specific maximum voluntary 
contractions (MVC) for 3 seconds. In the classification step, 
the cosine similarity metric was used to compare an input test-
vector with the prototype vector for each movement class. The 
class that resulted with the maximum cosine similarity was 
given as the classification output: 
argmax
𝑝𝑝∈𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
�
𝑋𝑋�⃗ ∙𝑌𝑌�⃗𝑝𝑝
�𝑋𝑋�⃗ �∙�𝑌𝑌�⃗𝑝𝑝�
�              (1)  
where ?⃗?𝑋 is an input MAP vector containing amplitude-related 
EMG values from 𝑑𝑑 sensors placed on the user, 𝑌𝑌�⃗𝑝𝑝 is the 
prototype vector for class 𝑝𝑝, and 𝑆𝑆𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 is the set of all 
movement classes. 
The above model can be applied to all classes except for the 
rest class because the EMG activity for the hand at rest is 
characterized by low-level noisy activations around some 
mean value close to the origin of the feature space [20]. Thus, 
we represented the rest class using a Gaussian distribution 
with a fixed mean and covariance (Fig. 1B). In the 
classification step, the distance between an input test-vector ?⃗?𝑋 
and the mean of the Gaussian distribution was measured using 
the Mahanolobis distance 𝑑𝑑𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀�?⃗?𝑋� as follows: 
𝑑𝑑𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀�?⃗?𝑋� =  ��?⃗?𝑋 − 𝑈𝑈�⃗ �𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶−1�?⃗?𝑋 − 𝑈𝑈�⃗ �        (2) 
where 𝑈𝑈�⃗  is the mean and 𝐶𝐶 is the covariance of the rest class. 
The input MAP vector ?⃗?𝑋 was classified as rest if the measured 
distance 𝑑𝑑𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀�?⃗?𝑋� was less than or equal to a pre-defined 
 
Fig. 1. Proposed method (CoS) vs. classic (LDA) approach. (A) 2D visualization of the training data generated from an able-bodied subject for four different 
contractions, namely, wrist flexion (Hand Close) and extension (Hand Open), ulnar- and radial-deviations (Pronation and Supination), plus rest. (B) The rest 
data modelled as a Gaussian distribution. Black points indicate the rest data collected to train the Rest class for the CoS classifier. The visualized Gaussian 
distribution (black lines) was fitted using only the rest data (black points). Plots (C) and (D) depict the classification boundaries with LDA and CoS trained 
using the transformed training data. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was used to reduce the dimensions of the recorded muscle activation patterns (MAPs) 
from 8 to 2. The explained variance was 81%. 
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threshold 𝑇𝑇, else the vector ?⃗?𝑋 was classified according to 
equation (1) (when 𝑑𝑑𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀�?⃗?𝑋� > 𝑇𝑇). For the online evaluation in 
the present study, the threshold 𝑇𝑇 was determined by 
measuring the Mahanolobis distance 𝑑𝑑𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀�𝑌𝑌�⃗ � for the MVC 
prototype of the nearest pattern 𝑌𝑌�⃗𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡 and setting the value 
of 𝑇𝑇 to 30% of 𝑑𝑑𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀�𝑌𝑌�⃗𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡�. Hereafter, the proposed 
classification scheme described above and based on the cosine 
similarity measure will be abbreviated as CoS.  
In summary, the presented classification method selects a 
distance measure that models the natural distribution of the 
features in the feature space, i.e. a measure which reflects the 
coordination of muscle activation across different contraction 
levels. The method can also be regarded as a simple nearest 
neighbor classification using class prototypes and cosine 
similarity as the distance measure. 
The difference between the proposed CoS method and the 
conventional purely data-driven approach (such as LDA) is 
illustrated in Fig. 1C, D. For didactic purposes, the figure 
shows classification in a 2D space of projected features 
(PCA), whereas the method assessment in the present study 
was conducted using full dimensionality (see next section). An 
LDA will minimize the model fitting error without 
considering the physiological relevance of training points. For 
example, in the depicted case (Fig. 1C), the MVC of 
“pronation” class is actually assigned to the “hand open” state. 
As there are no additional constraints apart from minimizing 
the fitting error on the recorded data, the area of the feature 
space assigned to the “pronation” class is closed (blue 
triangle) and rather small compared to other classes. With 
increasing contraction intensity, the “pronation” vector 
radiates from the origin and crosses the class boundary. 
Conversely, the CoS classifier generates physiologically 
meaningful class boundaries that divide the feature space into 
open cones, preventing the aforementioned anomaly (Fig. 1D). 
The proposed method therefore correctly models the data at 
different contraction intensities. Importantly, this discussion 
holds for the features that are related to the EMG amplitude 
comprising the MAP vectors, whereas the features related to 
the frequency of the signal (e.g., zero crossings) that do not 
scale with the intensity of contraction [21], might exhibit 
different distribution patterns.  
B. Signal Acquisition and Processing  
The experimental setup comprised eight commercially 
available double differential EMG electrodes (13E200 AC 
from Otto Bock, Vienna) placed circumferentially and 
equidistantly around the forearm, 5 cm distal from the elbow 
joint, avoiding the area directly above the ulnar bone. In 
healthy subjects, the electrodes were strapped using an 
adjustable Velcro band (Fig. 2(A)), whereas a custom-made 
housing with the electrodes integrated into the socket was used 
for the amputee subject (Fig. 2(B)). The captured EMG signals 
were pre-amplified and band-pass filtered by the electrodes 
and then sampled at 1 kHz using a wireless data acquisition 
card (AXON Master 10-bit A/D converter, OttoBock, 
Vienna). The EMG data were transferred to a desktop 
computer using a Bluetooth connection, where it was further 
processed by our software framework. The most commonly 
used Hudgins time domain features were evaluated for each 
EMG channel, by segmenting the raw EMG data using 
intervals of 128 ms and an increment of 32 ms per frame [22], 
[23]. The acquired EMG data was either stored for offline 
analysis or used for real-time prosthesis control. The 
experimental protocols used for offline and real-time 
evaluations are discussed below. All presented experimental 
evaluations were approved by the local ethics committee at the 
University of Göttingen and were conducted according to the 
declaration of Helsinki. All participating subjects signed an 
informed consent form.   
C. Offline Evaluation 
The data for offline evaluation was collected from seven 
able-bodied subjects (age range 19-30 yrs.). The subjects 
stood in front of a computer screen with their elbows flexed at 
90°. The EMG data were recorded by performing non-
isometric contraction of eight movement classes namely, wrist 
flexion and extension, pronation and supination, ulnar- and 
radial-deviation, and hand close and open. First, the MVC of 
each class was produced for 3 seconds and used as a reference 
for measuring the normalized strength of each movement. 
Thereafter, for each movement, the subjects were asked to 
track trapezoidal trajectories with plateaus normalized to 40% 
(Lev1) and 80% (Lev2) of MVC. The subjects performed the 
tracking using a cursor indicating the strength of the 
corresponding movement. The vertical position of the cursor 
was calculated by removing the mean baseline EMG and then 
normalizing the sum of EMG amplitude values by the sum of 
MVC amplitudes of the respective movement. The duration of 
each trajectory was 9 s (2-s rise, 5-s hold, 2-s fall time), 
followed by a 2-s rest interval between the trajectories (and if 
 
Fig. 2. (A) The custom-made bypass socket used for able-bodied subjects. 
(B) The custom-made prosthesis socket used by the amputee subject. 
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needed, the subject could explicitly ask for an extended rest 
interval). In total, the subjects repeated each movement and 
level four times. The first two repetitions were used as training 
data for classifiers (CoS and LDA) and the last two repetitions 
were used for testing the classification performance. The CoS 
classifier was trained using MAV features only (CoS+MAV), 
whereas the LDA classifier was trained using either MAV 
features only (LDA+MAV) or the full time-domain feature set 
(LDA+TD). The three classification schemes (namely, 
CoS+MAV, LDA+MAV, LDA+TD) were tested under three 
different offline evaluation scenarios: 1) Overall evaluation: 
where the classifiers were trained using Lev1 and Lev2 data 
and then tested on both levels. Here, for the CoS classifier, the 
prototype vector of each movement was calculated by 
averaging data from both levels. 2) Lev1_vs_Lev2 evaluation: 
where the classifiers were trained using Lev1 data and then 
tested for Lev2 data, and 3) Lev2_vs_Lev1 evaluation: where 
the classifiers were trained using Lev2 data and then tested 
using Lev1 data. Importantly, the CoS classifier normally does 
not need to be trained using data from different force levels, as 
explained previously. This has been done only in the offline 
analysis for the sake of completeness.  
D. Online Evaluation 
Eleven able-bodied subjects (age range 20-39 yrs.) and one 
male transradial amputee subject participated in the online 
experiment. The amputee was 57 years old and his left hand 
was amputated approximately 36 years ago due to a traumatic 
injury. As shown in Fig. 2, the able-bodied subjects were fitted 
with a bypass socket attached to a right-handed Michelangelo 
prosthesis (Otto Bock, Vienna) and the amputee was fitted 
with a custom-made socket attached to a left-handed 
Michelangelo prosthesis. For the real-time evaluation, the 
LDA classifier was trained following the methods suggested 
in [22]–[24], whereas the CoS classifier was implemented by 
using the MVC of each movement as the prototype vector for 
classification. Both classifiers were used for the sequential and 
proportional control of four prosthesis functions, namely, 
palmar grip closing, hand opening, wrist pronation and 
supination. For the able-bodied subjects, these prosthesis 
functions were mapped to four contraction patterns, namely, 
wrist flexion, wrist extension, ulnar- and radial-deviation 
respectively. For the amputee, a spider plot was employed to 
judge which muscle contraction patterns could be used for 
online control. This was done by asking the amputee to 
generate different patterns on the spider plot (by imagining 
different movements), and then the four patterns with the most 
distinct shape were taken. In the end, the flexion, fingers 
stretched, pronation and supination patterns were used for the 
control. 
The training for the CoS classifier was simple and brief. 
The subjects only needed to produce the MVC of four 
classification patterns and the relaxed-hand state for the rest 
class, each for 3 seconds. Recording data at different force 
levels [21], [25] and arm postures [26], [27] is recommended 
for LDA, and therefore, each LDA class was trained at three 
force levels and three arm postures [23]. To collect the 
training data, the subjects were asked to track trapezoidal 
trajectories, with plateaus normalized to 30%, 60% and 90% 
of MVC. The subjects performed the tracking by using a 
cursor indicating the sum of amplitude values across all 
electrodes normalized by the sum of class MVC values. The 
duration of each trajectory was 5 s (1-s rise, 3-s hold, 1-s fall 
time), followed by a 2-s rest interval between the trajectories 
(and if needed, the subject could explicitly ask for an extended 
rest interval). In total, 15 movement trajectories were 
presented in one run and three runs were recorded in three arm 
postures, namely, elbow flexed in front of the torso, arm 
relaxed next to the body and arm stretched forward in the 
sagittal plane at the shoulder level [23]. The recording of the 
training data took approximately 30 s for CoS and about 7 
minutes for the LDA. Moreover, the full time-domain feature 
set was used to train and control the LDA, whereas the CoS 
operated using only the MAV features. In the post-processing 
step for both LDA and CoS, a majority vote of seven samples 
was applied to the classification stream [22], [23]. The 
strength of the classified movement was determined by 
removing the mean baseline EMG activity and then 
normalizing the sum of input amplitude values by the sum of 
MVC amplitudes of the detected movement class. Thereafter, 
the desired normalized velocity of the prosthesis motor (i.e., 0 
– no movement, 1 – maximum velocity) was determined by 
applying a fixed threshold of 0.2 and a gain of 1.2 to the 
estimated strength of the detected movement. Finally, the 
estimated velocity was transmitted wirelessly (using 
Bluetooth) to control the required prosthesis function.  
Before starting the experiment, the subjects were introduced 
to the concept of myoelectric control and fitted with the 
prosthetic hand. Then, the training data for classification was 
collected as mentioned above. The performance of the CoS 
classifier was compared to that of the LDA classifier using a 
set of four functional tasks (as described in section II.E). The 
subjects received instructions on how each task had to be 
completed, and they were asked to practice each task at least 
once, in order to familiarize with the setup and the protocol. 
The real-time assessment was divided into two evaluation 
segments, and in each segment, a different control method 
(either LDA or CoS) was administered randomly, i.e., half 
subjects used LDA before CoS and vice versa. In a given 
evaluation segment, the subjects sequentially performed four 
rounds of the Box-and-Blocks, Clothespin, Bottle Transfer and 
Bottle Turn task, i.e. they performed four rounds of Box-and-
Blocks task followed by four rounds of Clothespin test and so 
on. 
After the experiment, the subjects reported their subjective 
experience of the two control methods. Each method was 
subjectively scored with a number between 0 and 10; where 
10 represented the best control over all prosthetic movements. 
In the beginning, the subjects were informed that the 
experiment was designed to compare two control methods, but 
in order to avoid any expectation bias, the order and the exact 
details of the methods (LDA or CoS) were not disclosed.  
E. Online Tests 
The online control was evaluated using four functional tasks 
with a varying level of difficulty. In each task, the subject 
performed four rounds (as described below) using each of the 
two control methods (LDA and CoS).  
 Box-and-blocks test: This is a commonly used 
standardized functional test for evaluating the performance of 
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myoelectric control, specifically, the ability to grasp and 
transfer a rigid object [28]. In a single round, the subjects were 
asked to transfer as many blocks as possible, from one 
compartment to the other, within 60 seconds. The test required 
only the opening and closing of the prosthesis, i.e. only a 
single degree of freedom (DoF) was utilized. The outcome 
measure was the number of blocks transferred. 
 Clothespin test: In a single round, the subjects were asked 
to pick up three pins from a horizontal bar, rotate them and 
place them on a vertical bar. This test required a dexterous 
control over 2-DoFs, i.e. switching between opening/closing 
and pronation/supination. The outcome measure was the time 
required to successfully transfer three pins. The Rolyan 
Graded Pinch Exerciser [29] was used in this experiment, with 
three red pins requiring about 10 N of gripping force.  
 Bottle transfer task: This (and the following) task was 
designed to evaluate the robustness of control when 
transferring and manipulating heavy objects. As shown in Fig. 
3(A), two parallel lines with 120 cm distance were marked on 
the surface of a table with length 2 m, width 80 cm, and height 
80 cm. The floor in front of the table was marked with a 60 cm 
square, and the subjects were instructed not to step out from 
the square during the task. Three water-bottles (diameter 6 cm 
and height 25 cm) filled with 1 L of water (approx. 1 kg) were 
placed on the table, aligned along the line on the side of the 
prosthesis. In a single round, the subject had to pick up the 
three bottles, one at a time, and transfer them to the other side 
of the table. Next, the subjects had to transfer the same three 
bottles back to their initial position, thereby completing a 
single round. The task sequence is outlined in Fig. 3(A). If a 
bottle was dropped during lift/transfer/placement, it was 
placed back to its initial position by the subject using the able 
hand and the transfer was restarted. The two outcome 
measures evaluated for this task were the round completion 
time and the number of bottles dropped per round.  
 Bottle turn task: The setup was the same as in the 
previous task. The subjects had to pick up a bottle, turn it by 
about 90° to horizontal orientation and then lay it down on the 
other side. This was done one-by-one for all three bottles. 
Next, the bottles were picked up, turned to vertical orientation 
and placed back to their initial position, thereby completing a 
single round. If the subject dropped a bottle, the transfer was 
restarted, as in the previous task. This task required 
manipulating heavy objects using 2 prosthesis DoFs. The 
round completion time and the number of bottles dropped per 
round were evaluated as outcome measures.  
F. Statistical Evaluation 
Each outcome measure was tested for normality and 
depending on the outcome of the test, either a paired t-test or a 
Wilcoxon signed rank test was used to compare the 
performance of LDA versus CoS. All results are reported as 
mean ± standard deviation and the threshold for significance 
was set to 𝑝𝑝 < 0.05.  
III. RESULTS  
A. Offline Evaluation 
The summary results for the offline evaluation are shown in 
Fig. 4. The classification error for the Overall evaluation with 
CoS+MAV (17.5±10.4%) was significantly lower than 
LDA+MAV (21.3±10.6%), but significantly higher compared 
to LDA+TD (10.8±6.1%). In the Lev1_vs_Lev2 evaluation, the 
LDA+TD (13.8±6.7%) performed significantly better than 
both LDA+MAV (22.8±12.3%) and CoS+MAV 
(23.7±12.8%), which performed similarly. Finally, the 
classification error with CoS+MAV (21.4±14.1%) in the 
Lev2_vs_Lev1 evaluation was significantly lower than 
LDA+MAV (33.6±12.3%) but significantly higher than 
LDA+TD (16±9.5%). Thus, the LDA+TD consistently 
outperformed the LDA+MAV or CoS+MAV in all three 
offline evaluations, whereas the CoS+MAV was either better 
than or similar to LDA+MAV. In most cases, the classification 
accuracy decreased significantly when the methods were 
trained on one force level and tested on another, which is a 
well-established result [18], [19], [25]. This observation did 
not hold only for LDA+MAV wherein the Overall and 
Lev1_vs_Lev2 errors were statistically similar.   
The confusion matrices for the Overall evaluation were 
examined to understand which movements were most 
problematic for the three methods. The confusion matrix for 
 
Fig. 3. (A) The bottle transfer task. Three bottles, initially placed on the side where the subject wore the prosthesis (here left), must be transferred one-by-one 
from the left side of the table to the right side and then back to their initial position. (B) The bottle turn task. From left to right, each bottle must be turned over, 
then laid down horizontally and vice-versa (from right to left).    
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CoS+MAV showed that flexion, extension and hand close 
resulted in the classification accuracy greater than 90%, while 
the accuracy for radial-deviation, pronation and supination 
was approximately 80%. The accuracy for the hand open and 
ulnar deviation was less than 80%. Here, hand open was often 
misclassified as pronation, and ulnar deviation was often 
misclassified as supination or hand close. Next, the confusion 
matrix for LDA+TD showed that flexion, hand close, radial-
deviation, and supination were classified with the accuracy 
greater than 90%, while the extension, ulnar deviation, and 
pronation resulted in the accuracy greater than 80%. The 
accuracy for the hand open was less than 80% (due to 
unwanted misclassifications with ulnar/radial-deviation, 
pronation, and supination). Lastly, the confusion matrix for 
LDA+MAV revealed that the accuracy for all the classes was 
below 90%. The classification success rates for the flexion, 
hand closed, radial-deviation and supination were higher than 
80%, and for the extension, ulnar-deviation, pronation and 
hand open, they were less than 80%.  
B. Online Evaluation 
The summary results for the online assessment in able-
bodied subjects are shown in Fig. 5. For the box and blocks 
test, the subjects transferred 12.4±3.9 blocks in one minute 
using CoS, which was slightly but significantly higher than 
11.5±3.3 blocks with LDA. The average time taken to transfer 
three pins was similar for both CoS and LDA, 29±11 s and 
31±13 s, respectively. The subjects were significantly faster 
with CoS compared to LDA in both bottle transfer (40±14 s 
vs. 51±25 s) and bottle turn task (59±25 s vs. 73±27 s). This 
corresponds to an average decrease of 22% and 19% in the 
task completion time with CoS for the bottle transfer and turn 
tasks, respectively.  
The summary results for the online assessment in the 
amputee subject are shown in Fig. 6. In the box and blocks 
test, the amputee transferred 41% more blocks with CoS, 
24.8±0.8 vs. 17.5±1.1 blocks with LDA. The average time 
taken to transfer three pins was 12±1 s with CoS and 16±1 s 
with LDA. The average task completion times for the bottle 
transfer and turn tasks were 21±2 s and 33±6 s for CoS versus 
38±5 s and 45±1 s for LDA, respectively. Therefore, with 
CoS, the average task completion time decreased by 
approximately 25%, 37%, and 16% for the clothespin, bottle 
transfer and turn tasks, respectively.  
The number of bottles dropped during the bottle transfer 
task with CoS and LDA in able-bodied subjects was similar, 
i.e., 0.18±0.44 vs 0.43±0.84 drops per round, respectively 
(Fig. 7). For the bottle turn task, the number of bottles dropped 
with CoS (0.36±0.71) was significantly lower than LDA 
(0.89±1.1) (Fig. 7). The amputee did not drop any bottles 
during the bottle transfer or turn tasks with neither of the two 
methods.  
The subjective assessment given by the able-bodied subjects 
was generally in favor of CoS with respect to LDA. 
Specifically, 8 out of 11 subjects reported better experience 
with CoS, 2 subjects reported better experience with LDA and 
1 subject reported perceiving no difference between LDA and 
CoS. The amputee gave a subjective score of 8 to CoS and 4 
to LDA, i.e. CoS was preferred over LDA. Specifically, the 
amputee reported having problems when trying to open the 
hand with LDA, as hand-opening commands were often 
misclassified as wrist pronation. As shown in Fig. 8, this 
problem was more dominant while controlling the prosthesis 
using LDA. Finally, the average subjective score given by all 
twelve subjects for CoS was significantly higher than the score 
for LDA, 7.3±0.9 vs 5.7±1.6 (p<0.05).  
IV. DISCUSSION 
A myoelectric classification method (CoS) inspired by the 
physiology of muscle coordination has been introduced and 
extensively compared to a state-of-the-art classifier (LDA) 
using offline and online evaluations. The main idea behind the 
novel method (CoS) was to demonstrate how an insight 
regarding the regularity in the generation of muscle activation 
patterns (consistent scaling with forces) can be translated into 
a simple classification scheme that provides robust 
performance, as assessed through a set of relevant and 
 
Fig. 4. Summary results (mean ± standard deviation) for the offline analysis in able-bodied subjects. The LDA classifier combined with the time domain (TD) 
features always performed better than LDA or CoS classifier using only mean absolute value (MAV) features. Next, CoS+MAV performed better than 
LDA+MAV for the Overall (A) and Lev2_vs_Lev1 (C) analysis and the performance was similar to LDA+MAV for the Lev1_vs_Lev2 (B) analysis.   
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challenging functional tests. In general, the study also points 
to the potential advantage of approaches that are “inspired” by 
the underlying muscle coordination mechanisms over purely 
data-driven methods that largely prevail in the literature.  
Firstly, the CoS classifier was compared to the LDA 
classifier using an offline evaluation. The classification errors 
obtained with CoS were either lower or higher than LDA 
depending upon the chosen feature set. In particular, the errors 
with CoS were always higher than the state-of-the-art 
LDA+TD classifier. This observation is contradictory to the 
online evaluation and can be seen as a weakness of the offline 
data analysis. In fact, it has been previously shown that offline 
results hardly offer an insight regarding the real-time testing 
effectiveness [32], [33]. Our main assumption, as stated in 
Introduction, was that the natural classification boundaries 
imposed by cosine similarity classification would be 
advantageous in dynamic conditions because such boundaries 
might allow better generalization when the muscle patterns 
change during functional use. And indeed, the online tests 
have supported this hypothesis.  
The online evaluation demonstrated that the CoS classifier 
significantly outperformed the state-of-the-art LDA classifier 
in three out of four tasks for the able-bodied subjects and it 
performed consistently better than LDA in all the tasks for the 
amputee subject. Additionally, the CoS also offered a number 
of practical advantages over LDA, including a reduction in the 
overall training time and the computational cost. The time 
required to train CoS (30 s) was much lower than LDA  
(7 min). Further, an 8-dimensional amplitude-related EMG 
feature space was used for movement classification with CoS, 
versus a 32-dimensional time-domain feature space used for 
LDA classification. This reduces the overall computational 
cost and offers a possibility to simplify the EMG acquisition 
setup. For example, the EMG signals can be sampled at a 
lower rate (~100 Hz) to extract amplitude related features as 
compared to a high sampling rate (~1 kHz) that is necessary to 
capture full spectral information.  
An important aim of the present online experiment was to 
provide a clinically relevant evaluation of our method. Four 
essential upper-limb functions (2 DoFs, i.e. closing/opening of 
the hand and supination/pronation of the wrist) were included 
in the experimental protocol, as they are considered the most 
important functions for transradial amputees [34]. This 
configuration is also common in many commercially available 
 
Fig. 5. The summary results (mean ± standard deviation) for the online tests in the able-bodied subjects. (A) In the box and blocks test, CoS performed 
better than LDA. (B) In the clothespin test, no difference in performance between LDA and CoS was observed. In the bottle transfer (C) and turn tasks (D), 
CoS outperformed LDA. (* indicates p<0.05) 
 
Fig. 6. The results of the online test in the amputee subject: (A) Box and blocks test (B) Clothespin test (C) Bottle transfer test (D) Bottle turn test. The CoS 
performed better than LDA consistently in all the tasks. Additionally, the amputee reported better user-experience when using CoS for prosthesis control 
compared to LDA. 
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hand prostheses (i.e. a gripper with an active wrist), and has 
been used in some recent clinically relevant studies, 
investigating sequential [35], [36] and simultaneous [37], [38] 
myoelectric control. Next, the practical benefits associated 
with the presented method also make it promising for clinical 
applications. A prolonged training time can limit the clinical 
viability of the system [39]. The training required for CoS is 
brief and therefore easy to perform whenever the system needs 
to be recalibrated. The classification formula is simple and 
reduces to computing a product between few 8-dimensional 
vectors. This, and the fact that only prototype vectors need to 
be stored in memory, makes the method suitable for 
implementation in an embedded system. Furthermore, the 
method is especially convenient for incremental learning, 
which is an important mechanism when considering daily-life 
use [40]. With incremental learning, the prototype for a single 
class or selected subset of classes, whose classification 
performance needs to be improved, could be easily updated by 
recording few additional contractions. 
Although a high degree of similarity in orientation between 
MAP vectors at different intensity levels was observed by 
[13], [14], [18], a further comparison revealed that MAP 
vectors with neighboring intensity levels (e.g. 20% vs. 50% 
and 50% vs. 80%) were still more similar than MAP vectors 
further apart in intensity levels (e.g. 20% vs. 80%) [18]. 
Therefore, it has been recommended in [18] and [19] to use 
training data containing all intensity levels, as it would 
minimize the effect of dissimilarity in MAP vectors and likely 
improve the classification accuracy. Nevertheless, the aim of 
the present study was to emphasize the potential practical 
benefits arising from the muscle coordination property, 
specifically, reduction in the training time. Therefore, each 
movement class was represented using a single prototype 
MAP vector, i.e. the class MVC.  
Many post-processing methods can be used to improve the 
overall controllability by filtering the output of the classifier. 
In the present study, we have used majority voting, which is a 
common choice in the literature [22], [41], [42], but the results 
may slightly change with another post-processing method 
(e.g., velocity ramp [43]). However, even if another post-
processing scheme could improve the overall controllability, 
i.e. potentially decreasing the performance gap between CoS 
and LDA, the presented method is still relevant for clinical use 
since it has other important advantages, as explained above 
(i.e. lower training time and smaller computational effort).  
The aforementioned motor control studies [13], [14] have 
been used only as an inspiration for the present work, but our 
approach has important differences. The studies [13], [14] are 
related to intrinsic and extrinsic hand muscles while the 
present experiment also used wrist motions. There are 
anatomical and physiological differences between intrinsic 
and extrinsic hand muscles and muscles controlling the wrist 
[44]–[46], but these differences were not considered while 
designing the proposed classification method. Rather, we 
focused on simplifying the experimental settings to suit real-
life applications, specifically, by using surface electrodes 
instead of fine-wire intramuscular electrodes and by placing 
the electrodes circumferentially around the forearm instead of 
on specific target muscles. Despite these differences, the 
results indicate that the recorded muscle activation patterns 
(MAPs) exhibit the same regularity (distribution along the 
hypercones) as reported in [13], [14].  
Here, we have exploited this regularity of muscle 
coordination during natural movements (i.e. the regularity of 
 
Fig. 9. Comparison of two different modelling approaches to capture the 
distribution of the EMG features: modelling each class with a Gaussian 
distribution (as in LDA) versus modelling each class with a line connecting 
the origin and the MVC, and using the cosine metric (as in CoS). The 
models were generated from the data shown in Fig. 1(A). The CoS approach 
assigns proper likelihoods, which can be used within rejection schemes to 
filter out wrong classification decisions. .  
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Fig. 7. Number of bottles dropped per round by able-bodied subjects 
during the bottle transfer (A) and turn (B) tasks, respectively. (* indicates 
p<0.05) 
 
Fig. 8. Prosthesis command signals (hand opening and pronation) 
estimated during the box and blocks test for the amputee when using LDA 
(A) and CoS (B) for prosthesis control. Occasionally, the hand opening 
command was misclassified as pronation by both LDA and CoS. However, 
the misclassifications were more frequent and stronger when using LDA. 
(The box and blocks test required only hand opening and closing for task 
completion, and therefore we assume that the amputee did not intentionally 
activate pronation during the test.) 
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MAP distributions) to develop a new classification method. 
There is an interesting body of work [47]–[50] exploiting the 
coordinated activation of muscles in a different way, in 
particular, by applying a linear transformation on the EMG 
signals acquired from different muscles for controlling a 
cursor in 2D space. For example, [47] and [48] represented 
each muscle as a vector acting along uniformly-spaced 
directions of action, while the position of a 2D cursor was 
determined by summing up these vectors, whose magnitude 
was equal to the amplitude of the EMG signal. For online 
myocontrol, the 2D space was divided into different areas 
corresponding to various prosthesis functions, e.g. moving the 
cursor near to the positive x-axis (±30°) would activate lateral 
grip, negative x-axis (±30°) would be thumbs up, etc. [49]. 
The subject then needed to explicitly modulate individual 
muscle activations using direct control to reach these 
predefined areas. This kind of control has been patented by the 
prosthesis manufacturer Touch Bionics (UK) [51]. In the 
present study, however, instead of asking the subjects to 
explicitly modulate individual muscles to activate predefined 
areas in the 2D space, our method allows the subjects to use 
existing natural movements to activate different areas in the 
high-dimensional feature space. Importantly, these areas were 
delimited by physiologically informed boundaries that were 
captured using the cosine similarity metrics. 
Finally, Fig. 9 illustrates an additional comparison between 
the proposed and the conventional approach to modelling the 
distribution of EMG features. The points U1 and U2 represent 
wrist ulnar-deviation with different intensity levels and point 
R1 represents radial-deviation. From our knowledge of muscle 
coordination, we expect points U1 and U2 to have the same 
likelihood (or confidence) of belonging to the ulnar-deviation 
class and R1 to have a lower likelihood. However, when we 
model the data using a Gaussian probability distribution, as in 
LDA, the likelihood assigned to point U1 by the model 
(Gaussian) associated to the “ulnar-deviation” class is lower 
than U2 and, surprisingly, points U1 and R1 have the same 
likelihood of belonging to the ulnar-deviation class. 
Conversely, the cosine similarity metric correctly assigns the 
same level of confidence to points U1 and U2, and a lower 
confidence for the ulnar-deviation class to point R1. 
Therefore, the CoS modelling provides a better confidence 
measure. A good confidence measure can be used to 
implement a rejection-scheme for filtering-out potentially 
erroneous classification decisions made by the system. A 
rejection scheme based on cosine similarity could be used in 
the future to improve the robustness of control, similar to the 
rejection schemes based on log-likelihood probabilities for 
LDA [30], [31].  
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